If you’re a buy-side equity trader seeking a clear competitive advantage, look no further.

Eikon brings together Refinitiv® Autex® Indication of Interest (IOIs) and Trade Advertisements from global brokers alongside powerful pre-trade decision support, Reuters news, market data and analytics tools. These are filtered by your precise needs, and displayed on an intelligent, intuitive and open desktop or mobile application.

**Streamline your workflow and improve trade execution**

Streamline your workflow with Autex Indication of Interest and Trade Advertisements integrated into one single and powerful desktop. Improve the speed and efficiency of your trade execution by receiving IOI alerts on the symbols in your quote lists, and highlighting the brokers that are most active in each stock.

**Monitor broker liquidity and activity**

Autex Indication of Interest and Trade Advertisements allow you to easily monitor and view broker liquidity and activity, including indication, advertisements and broker rankings for the stocks that you are active in. The Autex applications allow buy-side traders to:

- View brokers’ IOIs in real time – over 4.5 million messages per day, including Supers, Generals and approximately 1 million Naturals
- View Trade Advertisements by broker, symbol groups and/or sectors
- Access real-time and historical Trade Advertisements and IOIs
- View intraday broker rankings by volume traded in a given symbol
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